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 I wasn’t aware of this incoming storm…this cd was supposed to be reviewed with a pile of other
cds and at some point, the right moment to do so came. Hell, this damn recording stunned me,
all right! HELL`S CORONATION`s second album: Unholy Bladesis total mind rape! This
release oozes with black tar to drown a listener in the immense abyss of madness; omnipotent
darkness, like a cerecloth, embraces everything and everybody with some grim, dark and
relentless atmosphere. These five tracks reek of power which is effectively able to evoke lenient
areas of your mind, materializing what we can call your darkest nightmares. These sounds
emanate with something out of this world. You can feel cadaveric stench breathed on your
back. Something menacing, something grim; yet sad. When I close my eyes listening to this
stuff, in my mind`s eye I can see a funeral procession of nightmares; walking through a dense
fog coveringanecropolis. Wild gale is playing with cadavers` filthy clothes. The sky is torn by
thunder again and again. Old, destroyed clothes reek of putrefaction. Crumbling graves, rotten
sarcophaguses are embraced with omnipotent darkness covering the graveyard. 
HELL`S CORONATION
music is very close to a what horror movie stands for. Can hypnotize a listener really easily.
This is the black metal I love. Heck, been a while since I was so moved by music as I am now.
Slow, pitch black tempos are blended with march like, filthy, crude and crass sound. The grim
atmosphere smells of putrefaction and rot. This music is very simple with some keyboard pats
here and there. It all covers us with the aura of mystery. This stuff is tainted with 
HELLHAMMER 
and early 
BURZUM
. Can you think of any better recommendation? Get this album unless you already have. 
HELLS CORONATION
is one of better bands ofcontemporary underground  NecronosferatuS
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